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The agency I am representing:
? Ontario Early Years Centre
? Education
1 Family Service Agency

? Health Services
1 Success by Six Agency
6 Child Care

11 Other_________________________________
Please Specify

Please indicate your level of satisfaction for the following:
Good
5

Excellent
14

B) Quality of facilitator’s presentation

3

16

C) Suitability of session material

4

15

9
9

9
10

F) Overall the workshop was,

6

13

G) Location (parking, accessibility)

1

18

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

A) Overall session content)

D) Amount of new information gained
E) Did the trainer(s) use good training
techniques? (i.e Group work, lectures,
role playing etc.)

1

The most important thing I learned/experienced today was…
How to intervene.
It enhanced a lot of what I already learned from attending other training sessions such
as Dr Diane Berjort. But it was very helpful to learn it from the developmental
perspective.
How children are so resourceful in helping themselves in abusive situation.
The stages of learning. Learning trust leads to being honest able to go on to the next
stage and so on. Home life is perceived as "normal".
Supporting families-means- Safety First at all costs
To look at the bigger picture and not just view what is visible.
How to handle children. Very Useful words and very good ideas.
You cant help every child but most. - Try to help to stop violence before it begins.
Frustration, irritability, anxiety-masked for depression. They might not see the situation
is wrong or "unmoral" however behaviour may display it.
To be their for families, offer in my role understand, intervention, to really look beyond
the surface. You really touched on my heart strings and brought tears to my house.
Children are very affected by violence and how they cant proceed to the next
developmental/level like other children since affected by violence.
Kids come first. Supporting families means just not listening but introducing a choice for
a change in the situation.
How what an impact this has on children and adults as they grow into adults.
No children are immune to the effects of the violence. They are susceptible at any age
and even minor degrees of indirect violence can a large effect on kids. These problems
will or can continue to affect them trough adulthood.
That all of the materials are available free of charge to share with families. Not a lot I
didn’t know but a refresher (from a refreshing presenter!) is always welcome!
How violence develop from infancy to adulthood. Report of all child .
Manifestations of domestic violence in children at different ages.
I find it very interesting to hear Gary speak of his interactions with families. I would like
to thank him for all the very interesting informative interesting, information.
The development stages that children sees thought when violence occurs in there
home. And how that affects them.
They passed the general law. Effects on children
I can use this information in my workplace to…
Safety of the child first and then the mother.
Incorporate into the child witness groups and in discussing in moms who don’t
understand some of there children's behaviours.
Helping mother in a abusive situation.
Help children that may be having problems and forward info to people that may be able
to help.
First of all provide the website address to parents to educate themselves and get
learning techniques on how to resolve family issues. Talk to children and not presume
the negative because there’s always other things that we are not aware of.
Help me recognize and understand the children better.
Keep in mind behaviours to look out for.

Reach out, understand and lead families towards intervention.
Yes it will help me out at work.
Support families, protect children.
Help families, referrals.
Understand : other" reasons for children to behaving the way they do, Appreciating
severity of violence. Emphasize safety.
Validate the strategies I use with families who are living with domestic violence. I love
the safety/structure/treatment triage…Very easy to remember.
Keeping children’s safety.
Further identifying and support families and children at risk.
Help facilitate with parents importance of understanding the negative impacts this has
on the children and into there future.
Certainly
Help children, educate parents
It may be difficult for me to use this information in my workplace because…
don’t think it will be difficult to use at all
Always is a handy instruction to help others.
Its not in the scope of my practice(physiotherapy" to directly counsel children-but I still
use the lessons indirectly safety is still priority.
It wont be.
Not at All.
n/a

